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THOUGHT OF THE WEEK: Before Cornelius could be welcomed into the Church, Peter had to learn a

lesson. The strict Jew believed that God had no use for the Gentiles, that God's favour extended to the Jews and to
the Jews alone. Sometimes they even went the length of saying that help must not be given to a Gentile woman
in the time of childbirth, because that would only be to bring another Gentile into the world. Peter had to unlearn
that before Cornelius could get in...In the trance of moments Peter had to unlearn the habits and the traditions of a
lifetime. Daily Study Bible: Acts of the Apostles 10:9-16 by William Barclay p 83-85 (1953)

WHILE FARMERS AND BUSINESSMEN SLEPT By Eric D. Butler 1986

extract...As one with a lifetime of experience involved in politics, and writing and lecturing on politics, I must
frankly warn those of you meeting here that all this current ferment of political activity is doomed to failure unless
some basic truths are faced. A problem correctly stated is already half-solved.
Unfortunately, most of those talking about what they perceive to be the problems, are merely dealing with
effects. The first principle of war is to know your enemy, his strategy and his tactics. Failure to observe this first
principle can result in you unconsciously helping your enemy. Reference to this first principle of warfare often
results in the horrified retort, “But what you are saying is surely a manifestation of extremism, of absurdity.”
War has been defined as the pursuit of policy by military force. A policy can, however, be pursued by methods
which impose the will of one group on a society without military force. The master Communist strategist, Lenin,
described total Communist warfare as one which uses economics, propaganda, subversion, espionage, warfare
and much else, to so confuse and demoralize a society that it capitulates...military force should only be used
as a type of policing instrument after the “enemy” had capitulated to what is often described as psycho-political
warfare.
Along with other Western nations, Australia has been the target of a type of war which has been waged over
a long period of time, which relatively few even now understand. That war has sought by a programme of
subversion and permeation to so change the very structure of traditional society that it becomes impossible to
reverse the process. Unless Australians understand how and why they have reached the present national crisis, it
is impossible for them to develop any type of a realistic programme for national survival as a free people.
We can make no better start to gaining this understanding than by looking at an historic address given by
Prime Minister Hawke in Melbourne, on May 18, 1984. This address was to a special centenary dinner of the
Fabian Society. Relatively few people know much about the Fabian Society, its history and its ideology. It is
rarely mentioned in the media and, significantly, the Hawke address of 1984 received only a few lines in a few
Australian papers. This suppression at a time when the media generally was publicizing every Hawke appearance
and statement is itself highly significant. The big media is today notorious for its Socialist bias.
Hawke and his fellow Socialists had noted that it was the “crash through” attitude which had brought the
Whitlam government down. In his Boyer ABC lectures of 1979, “The Resolution of Conflict”, Hawke had
stressed “the need of those who would advocate change to temper their fervor with a sense of gradualism”. This
was the traditional Fabian approach, outlined in Hawke’s 1984 Fabian dinner address:
"...It cannot be emphasized too strongly or too often, that this approach is not a matter of mere pragmatism.
It is equally a matter of principle ... It is a principle which lies at the very heart, not only of Fabianism, but
Social democracy throughout the world. It is of course the classic concept of Fabianism —the inevitability of
gradualness...” 								
(continued on next page)

...Centralise government far enough, said the Fabians,
capture the key positions in the growing permanent
bureaucracy, and the politician would be reduced to the

state of merely legalising what the permanent officials
had decided. Marxist policies could be advanced
irrespective of the label of the politicians.
English writer H.G. Wells, who had an early
association, later broken, with the Fabians, wrote in his
novel, The New Machiavelli:
“I can still recall little Bailey, glib and winking,
explaining that Democracy was really just a dodge
for getting assent to the ordinances of the expert by
means of the polling booth.”
“Bailey” was in fact Sidney Webb, one of the most
influential of the early Fabians.
***

To the Australian - The credibility of Britain as a
democracy is in tatters, but not because "Mrs May's
proposed deal deserved better than a death knell in the
Commons" ("Crunch time for Brexit havoc", 14/3). It is
because an unscrupulous political elite has worked ever
since the referendum result to frustrate the decision to
leave the EU.
Mrs May's deal has long been fully exposed as bogus;
and now the "Remain" majority in Parliament are set
to make a "no deal" exit impossible. Everyone knows
that during the last two years a genuine Brexit could
easily have been designed and implemented by now. The
betrayal of Britain bids fair to see, before too long, the
end of free speech, common law protections of personal
liberty and the glory of the monarchy.
Alas, poor Britain: "unhappy is the land that has no
heroes."				
***

To the Age - It may well be that now "the prospect
of a delayed, even cancelled Brexit" has become the
likely result of the immense struggle going on over
the constitutional future of the UK ("Parliament says
'bollocks' to May's Brexit bid", 14/3); but there has been
little discussion out here of the profound effect on our
own national psyche of what looks like a successful
sabotage by a political elite of the 52% popular decision
in the 2016 referendum in favour of departure from the
EU.
Australians generally have hitherto looked up to "the
mother country" as a bastion of liberty standing as an
encouragement to our own attempt to build a nation of
similar ideals here. Suddenly we see it as just another
more-or-less corrupt oligarchy among the masses around
the world. It will take great nerve now to keep Australia
on a truly democratic path. 			***

(continued from previous page)

"... I gladly acknowledge the debt of my own
govemment to Fabianism. Earlier I dealt at some
length with the principle of the inevitability of
gradualness. There is another important idea— a
method more than a principle — which became closely
associated with Fabianism.... Sydney Webb (one of
the Fabian Society’s founders) called it `permeation’.
Today it would be called ‘consensus’..."...

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR from Nigel Jackson

AMAZON TO BAN EVERY BOOK EVER WRITTEN!
(Maybe Books Not Even Written Yet!) By Charles Taylor
I have been following the Amazon book banning
frenzy, which has involved banning white nationalist
books from various places. This has been met with a “so
what” from the site referenced below which says that it is
Alt Right, but I don’t see much right about its celebration
of any sort of book banning:
https://affirmativeright.blogspot.com/2019/03/how-should-we-feel-big-techs-attack.html

Apparently, nothing to worry about here, of course
until Big Tech knocks their works off, and shuts down
their site. That would be too bad, because one does not
have to agree with everything at a website to see merit.
And it is not just the radicals who are being culled, for
they have gone for antivaxxers’ stuff and now science
books that they don’t like, as Mike Adams, apparently
has said:
Health fascism is here: CNN pressures Amazon
to ban science books they don’t like
The insanity of our world keeps increasing by the day.
Now CNN is pressuring Amazon to ban science books
that don’t fit CNN’s agenda, which is a pro-pesticide,
pro-GMO, pro-vaccines, pro-fluoride “death cult”
agenda.
ON TARGET

Soon, Amazon is going to ban all books that tell the
truth about vaccines, cancer, GMO, natural health,
nutrition science and more. We are witnessing the rise
of the Fourth Reich of evil fascism across all the tech
giants.”
Now, I would like to be able to offer a URL for that,
but for the life of me, could not find one, even using the
search engine at Natural News.com. No matter, this is the
shape of the future, and people who disagree with other
dissidents on some subject, should realise, that they too
will have their necks on the chopping block, very soon.
Hang together, or be hung, separately.
***

BASIC FUND

The Basic Fund is the backbone of the League's
finances. Our willingworkers are modestly supported
in their duties by it. Your contributions are fundamental
to the ongoing work of the League. The fund currently
amounts to $5,350. Please use any of the donation
methods from the League Advert in the next coloumn,
to further the work of the league. -ND
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UNDER LABOR (and Lib-ed) THERE WILL BE NO MORE LABOUR!
Abortion Clinics on (Almost) Every Street Corner!! By Mrs Vera West

No, not false news, only a metaphorical flourish from
an increasingly exasperated old girl. But it is almost
correct, as Labor, when they inevitably get in, as the
sheeples turn with disgust from the Libs, will ensure that
public hospitals provide free abortions. Apparently, there
are not enough abortions now, and access must be made
even easier than it already is:
https://www.sbs.com.au/news/public-hospitals-to-provide-free-abortions-under-labor

“Public hospitals will have to consistently offer abortion
services as part of commonwealth funding agreements
under a federal Labor government. If it wins the
upcoming election, the party would also build a new
Tasmanian reproductive health hub so women don’t have
to travel interstate for abortions and other medical care.
And it would look at making sure the contraceptive
pill, long-acting removable contraceptives, and medical
terminations are more widely available to Australian
women.
Deputy Labor leader Tanya Plibersek (Div of Sydney)
said every Australian woman should be able to access
health services in the place and time they need them.
At the moment, there is a patchwork of service provision,
with some women turned away from public hospitals
when they need to end a pregnancy and then not being
able to access or afford to go to a private clinic, or having
to travel hundreds of kilometres for care.
“Choosing to terminate a pregnancy is difficult enough,”
Ms Plibersek said on Wednesday.”
The Australian Greens have already proclaimed that
they want abortion laws like those in New York, allowing
abortions up to birth, which is not explicitly stated
as such but is a logical implication of their policy of
decriminalisation of abortion:
https://greens.org.au/sites/default/files/2018-06/Greens%20-%20
Access%20to%20Affordable%20Abortion%20and%20Contraception.pdf
https://www.austfamily.com.au/stop_extreme_abortion_sa_email_mps

Witness the frenzy already being seen in the US:
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/new-york-passes-abortionbill-late-term-if-mothers-health-is-at-risk-today-2019-01-23/
https://apnews.com/bf9ae6b2f8594ab1b4777b636eda43e2

“California and 20 other Democratic-led states
announced they were challenging the Trump
administration’s effort to set up obstacles for women
seeking abortions, including barring taxpayer-funded
family planning clinics from referring patients to
abortion providers.
California Attorney General Xavier Becerra said
Monday that the state filed its own federal lawsuit in San
Francisco that aims to block a new family planning rule
from the U.S. Health and Human Services Department.
Opponents of the rule say it would shift millions of
dollars from Planned Parenthood to faith-based family
planning organizations.
Think of anything that brings a civilisation down,
and we have it; abortion on demand morphing into
infanticide/baby killing, open borders immigration, and
a relentless attack on all Western traditions. Obviously,
these people want an end to whiteness and Western
traditions, as one famous critic has said, but these
yappers and snappers never stop to think what the real
consequences of all this deconstruction will be. Do they
really think that they will create a new world of milk
and honey for all? Or are they just fans of Mad Max and
The Walking Dead and want to LARP (Live Action Role
Play)?
Why conservatives are not making a fuss over
Labor's abortion policy

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-03-14/conservatives-arentmaking-a-fuss-over-labors-abortion-policy/10893662

The abortion issue has heated up, and next to
immigration is one of the holy grails of the New World
Order morality.

...In deep political trouble, the Coalition has effectively
refused to enter the debate, reluctant to be wedged so
close to the election. "This is a very controversial and
sensitive issue, and on these matters I've never sought
to divide Australians on this," Prime Minister Scott
Morrison said...					***

On a recent radio “Kids Quiz” a lad, probably in late
primary school, was asked “What is a quarter of 100”?
He had some difficulty and the radio host attempted to
help by saying, “50 is half of a hundred, so what would
25 be”? Still the lad was unable to answer even though
he possessed other knowledge.
Thinking of the student protest over climate change
and the fact that water vapour makes up the vast amount
of greenhouse gas and further, that carbon dioxide
contributes a very minor 1 or 2 percent of greenhouse

gas, one wonders how many of the student protesters
fully understand the perceived problem.
For those who understand the small proportion of
carbon dioxide in greenhouse gas, I wonder whether they
would still be concerned when they know every human
and animal expels carbon dioxide with every breath
which leaves a miniscule amount of carbon dioxide
attributable to industrial emissions. I hope most students
use their maths to gain a deeper understanding.
-- Ken Grundy, Naracoorte, SA

https://apnews.com/bf9ae6b2f8594ab1b4777b636eda43e2

ONE WONDERS HOW MANY OF THE STUDENT PROTESTERS
FULLY UNDERSTAND THE PERCEIVED PROBLEM OF CLIMATE CHANGE

ON TARGET
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MORE ON SEX EGALITARIANISM By Mrs Vera West
If the gender/sex egalitarianism idea is true, then why
the need to smash any academic opposing it?
https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-47478537?utm_
source=amerika.org&ito=amerika.org&fbclid=amerika.org

‘The European particle physics research centre Cern
has cut ties with the scientist who said that women
were less able at physics than men. Cern has decided
not to extend Professor Alessandro Strumia’s status of
guest professor. The decision follows an investigation
into comments, first reported by BBC News, made by
Prof Strumia at a Cern workshop on gender equality.
Prof Strumia told BBC News that he stood by his
remarks. "Some people hated hearing about higher
male variance: this idea comes from Darwin, like other
offensive ideas that got observational support," he

told BBC News. "Science is not about being offended
when facts challenge ideas held as sacred". He added
that he believed that he had not been fairly treated.
"For months, Cern kept 'investigating' if my 30-minute
talk might have violated Cern rules [requiring an]
'obligation to exercise reserve and tact in expressing
personal opinions and communication to the public',"
Prof Strumia said. "In such a case, they would have
opened some procedure, where I would have been
able [to defend] myself. This never happened." Last
September, Professor Strumia stated that “physics was
invented and built by men, it's not by invitation" at a
presentation at the Cern the workshop.’
The good professor is unable to have his work published
in academic journals because of equalitarian biases. ***

DON’T LET ANYONE TELL YOU THAT AUSTRALIAN MULTICULTURALISM IS
ANYTHING LESS THAN FANTASTIC, EXCITING, VIBRATING ETC By James Reed
I am excited! Just the word “multiculturalism” is
enough to make me brake out in a sweat, droplets of
salty water running like little streams down my grey,
death-like skin, and tears of joy rolling down the barren
wasteland of my face. Just ask these guys about how
great diversity is:
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6791517/Hundreds-policeswarm-Melbournes-CBD-ethnic-groups-clash.html

‘African and Pacific Islander teenage gangs went
to war in Melbourne on Saturday night. Witnesses
watched on in horror as hundreds of riot squad officers
were forced to use capsicum spray and batons to
break up a series of organised brawls across the city.
One man likened the scenes to 'something out of
Braveheart', claiming officers could do little but watch
on as the clashing groups fought outside Flinders
Street Station. 'I saw about 5 massive clashes, with the
Islanders coming out on top in all of them.

WHILE FARMERS AND BUSINESSMEN
SLEPT By Eric D. Butler 1986
available in pdf from the ALOR online Library or
posted from HO for $5.00

Pound for Pound they were formidable and
unstoppable,' he wrote online. 'They would charge
at each other randomly. Like something out of
Braveheart.'
Dramatic footage posted online showed more than
a dozen teenagers sprinting down a set of escalators
at Flinders Street station. They appeared to corner a
smaller group of boys and lay into them with flying
kicks and punches as others encouraged them on from
a distance. Just two minutes up the road at St Paul's
Cathedral, dozens of young men and women watched
on as a topless man threw punches at the crowd.
Police arrested five people following three separate
incidents, which they believe were all linked. The
organised street brawls started from 10pm and carried
through until 2am on Sunday night, police confirmed.
The brawls followed Melbourne's notorious Moomba
Festival, a three-day free family event run by the
council.’
Yes, the multicult society is indeed something to
admire, cherish in fact. But, I am glad that I am as old as
I am and will not live to see how this gothic tale ends.
Anyone for Mad Max, or The Road?			
***
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TASMANIAN TOUR
Arnis Luks will be touring Tasmanian households
from 6th to 13th April inclusive.
Please ensure you do not miss out on his interactive
forum of
“The Manipulation of News and Opinion and How to
Counter it”.
To join a local forum
contact Rod Linger
- evenings after 6pm ONLY Ph 03 6367 8173
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